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Abstract

There is a growing apprehension in the Internet community that there are potentially significant vul-

nerabilities in the deployed Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing system. Researchers speculate and

debate the potential of targeted attacks to trigger large scale, potentially cascading, failures and persistent

instability in the global routing system. To date, most modeling and analysis of BGP behavior under threat-

ening scenarios has been limited to post mortem analysis of global routing exchanges during worm and virus

attacks of Internet hosts; but these are not attacks focused on BGP. In this paper, we present results from

our effort to conduct “what if” analyses of yet unseen attacks and to develop means to characterize the

impact of various attacks on a distributed BGP routing system. In particular, we present a detailed study of

the impact of BGP peering session attacks and the resulting exploitation of RFD that cause network-wide

routing disruptions. Analytical results provide insights into the nature of the problem and impact of the

attacks. Detailed packet level simulation results complement the analytical results and provide many useful

insights as well. We also quantify the effect of BGP Graceful Restart mechanism on partial mitigation of

the BGP vulnerability to peering session attacks.
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1 Introduction

There is a growing apprehension in governments and the Internet industry that there are potentially significant

vulnerabilities [1]-[17] in the deployed Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing system [18][19]. While to date

there have been few, if any, serious focused attacks on the BGP infrastructure, researchers speculate and debate

the potential of targeted attacks to trigger large scale, potentially cascading, failures and persistent instability

in the global routing system [2]-[12]. In response to this situation, numerous proposals have been developed that

attempt to provide varying levels of protection and assurance to various aspects of BGP’s operation [20]-[23].

Each of these proposals implicitly embodies a somewhat different view of the attributes of the problem space

and the practical constraints of the solution space. Unfortunately, the lack of a shared understanding of both

the risks associated with focused attacks and the cost-benefit tradeoffs of various mitigation techniques will

likely doom prospects for the rapid development and wide spread adoption of a comprehensive set of solutions.

It may also be noted that there are some efforts to even fundamentally rethink the design of BGP and the

control plane design from a security point of view [24][25].

Our efforts at NIST are addressing this issue by developing tools and techniques to help the community

identify and characterize the risks associated with focused attacks on the BGP infrastructure, and to evaluate

the effectiveness and impact of various proposed mitigation techniques.

To date, most modeling and analysis of BGP behavior under threatening scenarios has focused on post mortem

analysis of global routing tables during worm and virus attacks of Internet hosts [26]-[28]. Unfortunately (or

fortunately, depending upon your perspective), there are no known live data or traces from large-scale attacks

that were targeted at BGP itself. In order to fill this void, we have developed a simulation capability to model

large scale attacks specifically focused on the BGP infrastructure. Our goal is to conduct “what if” analyses of

yet unseen attacks and to develop means to characterize the impact of various attacks on a distributed BGP

routing system. Of particular interest is the discovery of potential global emergent behaviors (e.g., cascading

failures, persistent oscillations, permanently degraded routing) induced by successful local attacks, and the

identification and evaluation of new BGP threat scenarios. We have extended the SSFNet BGP simulation

modeling tools [29][30] to include an attack-modeling framework capable of generating arbitrary attacks with

parameterized form, intensity, behavior, extent and duration. In addition, we have developed metrics and an

attack analysis framework capable of characterizing the impact of successful attacks in terms of their effects

on global routing and the detailed operation of the BGP protocol [16][31]. Our analysis framework supports

both macroscopic characterizations of network wide cumulative response and microscopic characterizations of

“peering session” level transient behaviors.

In [16] we presented an overview of our attack modeling framework and simulation tools, and some preliminary

results and observations from our studies of large scale BGP peering session attacks. The simulation tool has

the capability to simulate several hundreds of Autonomous Systems (AS). In this paper, we study the impact of
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focused BGP peering session attacks and present simulation and analytical results. Through these results, it is

revealed that malicious attackers could exploit Route Flap Damping (RFD) mechanisms to amplify the duration

of AS-to-AS or AS-to-prefix isolations. RFD is a method for receiver side route monitoring and suppression

in the event of frequent updates [32][33]. However, that benefit has the flipside in that by sustained peering

session attacks into various BGP sessions in an AS-path or into a portion of a network with many AS paths,

attackers can cause isolation of ASes at the two ends of the attack region. We show that this is potentially a

serious type of denial of service (DOS) attack, which is amplified by the particulars of BGP behavior (namely,

RFD), and present a detailed quantitative analysis of its impact. Our analytical results provide insights into

the nature of the problem and impact of the attacks. Detailed packet level simulation results complement the

analytical results and provide many useful insights as well. We also quantify the effect of BGP Graceful Restart

mechanism on partial mitigation of the RFD-based BGP vulnerability.

In Section 2, we present an understanding of how random peering session attacks may trigger the RFD

penalty and cause routes to enter the RFD suppression state. In Sections 3 and 4, the analytical model of RFD

behavior during BGP session attacks and numerical results based on the analysis are presented, respectively.

An analysis of the benefits of using BGP Graceful Restart (BGP-GR) mechanism [34] is presented in Section

5. Our SSFNet-BGP based attack simulation framework and models are described in Section 6. Section 7 deals

with simulation results and their discussion. We state our conclusions in Section 8.

2 BGP Attacks with Exploitation of Route Flap Damping

We start here by providing brief introductions to the principles of BGP Minimum Route Advertisement Interval

(MRAI) and the Route Flap Damping (RFD). These collectively play a role in the models we develop to

characterize the impact of peering sessions attacks and concomitant RFD exploitation. MRAI is a sender-side

peering discipline designed to control the BGP update-processing load. Values of MRAI are randomly chosen

in the range of 22.5 s to 30 s on per peer basis. As shown in Fig. 1, router R1 receives two BGP updates, U-A

and U-B, in succession from one or more peers. These updates may arrive temporally close to each other at

R1, but the MRAI at R1 causes them to be separated from one another by at least the MRAI time in their

propagation to peer router R2. This may result in R1 receiving and processing additional updates from other

peers during the time when it has sent U-A and is waiting to send U-B. Thus, there is a chance for multiple

incoming updates to be coalesced into a single outgoing route update to upstream peers. Consequently, the

quantity and rate of updates are potentially reduced.

RFD is a method for receiver side route monitoring and suppression of oscillations or unstable paths. An

upstream router assigns an incremental RFD penalty to a peer and destination (i.e., prefix) combination each

time it receives a BGP update pertaining to that combination. If the RFD penalty exceeds a preset cutoff

threshold, then the route is suppressed and withdrawals are sent to neighbors about the prefix in question. The
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Figure 1: The role MRAI in update propagation.

RFD penalty is allowed to decay exponentially with a chosen halftime (i.e., decay constant). When it drops

below a chosen reuse threshold, then the route is no longer suppressed and updates are once again processed for

the peer-prefix combination in question. Table 1 shows the values of various RFD parameters for two common

commercial implementations labeled as Vendors A and B; the two sets of numbers are later used in this paper

for a sensitivity study relative to RFD parameters.

There are many different attack possibilities on the BGP routing infrastructure; a BGP attack enumeration

is provide in [17]. We focus on attacks that cause the BGP peering sessions to be reset. A common way

to reset a BGP peering session is to reset or attack the underlying Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

connection. There are several known vulnerabilities associated with TCP and the Internet Control Message

Protocol (ICMP), which could be exploited to cause TCP connection-reset attacks [11]-[15]. On example is the

“slipping in the window” TCP reset attack, which received a lot of attention recently [14]-[15]. The success

of this attack depends on the attacker’s ability to correctly guess a TCP sequence number within a TCP flow

control window. Spoofed ICMP error messages to cause TCP reset have also been brought to attention recently

[11]. The ICMP based attacks causing TCP resets do not require guessing the TCP sequence number. Hard or

soft ICMP error messages can be potentially spoofed to cause TCP resets. The details regarding ICMP attacks

against TCP are discussed in [11]. Fig. 2 illustrates how random BGP peering session attacks can lead to

Table 1: RFD parameter values.

RFD Parameter Vendor A Vendor B

Withdrawal penalty 1000 1000

Re-advertisement penalty 0 1000

Attribute change penalty 500 500

Cutoff threshold 2000 3000

Half time 900 s 900 s

Reuse threshold 750 750

Max suppress time 3600 s 3600 s

Max penalty 12000 12000
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Figure 2: Illustration of random BGP peering session attacks.

exploitation of the RFD by attackers, and cause prolonged AS-prefix isolations. Here each node in the network

represents an AS as well as a prefix (i.e., destination). The figure illustrates that there may be multiple AS paths

between ASes B and C. What is in the cloud is a network of many ASes. The attackers are assumed to have

some capability available that they use to launch BGP peering session attacks into the network, and depending

on their method and collective resources, there is a measurable probability of success for each peering session

attack. A successful attack would cause a peering session to be terminated, and cause the affected ASes to send

withdrawals about all the prefixes in their routing tables that are rendered unreachable. The RFD behavior

on links A-B and C-D would be exploited due to the attacks, and major outages (isolations) can result due to:

(1) D putting (C,B) peer-prefix combination and all prefixes reachable via B under RFD suppression, and (2)

likewise A putting (B,C) peer-prefix combination and all prefixes reachable from C under RFD suppression.

The details of how this suppression works are further explained with the help of Fig. 3, where a linear topology

(representing a single AS path), consistent with the individual alternate AS paths between B and D in Fig. 2, is

considered. In Fig. 3, the progression of BGP updates horizontally from left to right is in the spatial dimension

(hop to hop), and vertically from top to bottom is the progression of time. The figure shows three BGP peering

session attacks happening on three different hops (B-I, J-K, K-L) in the AS path at different times. It shows

the flow of updates, classified as either Withdrawals (WD), Re-advertisements (Re-Adv), or Attribute-Change

(AttrCh)). The BGP nodes along the way cause the updates to be separated by MRAI intervals. It is assumed

that the peering session that was attacked is able to recover within a short time as compared to the MRAI.

This quick recovery can occur, for example, when BGP session is forced to terminate by a TCP reset attack.

The BGP session is automatically reestablished immediately after the TCP connection is restored between the

affected peers. An attack causes a withdrawal to be sent to neighbors and a recovery causes a Re-Adv to be

sent. When C receives a withdrawal about B, if an alternate path is available (see Fig. 2), then C sends an

Attribute-Change update to D informing D of an alternate route to B. When C receives a Re-Advertisement
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Figure 3: Illustration of update message propagation and RFD penalty accumulation for the preferred AS path

between nodes B and D.

Figure 4: Illustration of RFD penalty based cutoff and recovery.

about B, it reverts to the previous path, and again sends an Attribute-Change update to D informing D of the

reversal to the previous path. While these updates about B from peer C are received at D, the RFD penalty

for B at D via peer C increases, and exceeds the cutoff threshold following just three attacks as shown in the

Figs. 3 and 4. B and all prefixes reachable via B are suppressed at D; this essentially isolates D from B and

prefixes via B until the RFD penalty decays below the reuse threshold. In most implementations of BGP, if
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another attack is launched along the AS path before the RFD penalty reaches below reuse threshold, then the

suppression (and isolation) continues even longer (see Fig. 4). When an update is regarded as a flap, the RFD

penalty will be incremented due to the update even when the RFD is in a decay mode.

3 Analytical Model for Peering Session Attacks Triggering RFD

Cutoff

The purpose of the analytical model presented here is to predict the probability of AS-prefix isolation under

suitable assumptions regarding the attack characteristics. As described earlier, AS-prefix isolations are the

result of the RFD penalty exceeding the cutoff on all alternative paths between the AS and the prefix. Here we

assume that the attacks happen independently on any of the BGP peering sessions in the cloud of Fig. 2. Thus

chances are that the RFD penalty will exceed the cutoff on different AS paths between BGP routers B and C

in quick succession of one another. Thus, it is a reasonable approximation if we derive the probability of RFD

penalty exceeding the cutoff for the longest AS path between B and C, and approximate that to the AS-prefix

isolation probability in question. It can be expected that this would be in fact a fairly accurate and slightly

conservative approximation.

Figure 5: Analytical model for AS-prefix isolation probability.

As shown in Fig. 5, we model the AS path between the end-points of interest as n-1 BGP peering sessions

(BGP router 1 to BGP router n). For purposes of modeling, we assume (with out loss of generality) that

the peering session between BGP routers n and n+1 does not come under attack. The RFD penalty at BGP

router n+1 is to be modeled in order to determine the probability of isolation at BGP router n+1 in relation

to the peer router n and destination router 1 and prefixes reachable via 1. Attacks spaced closer than MRAI

interval do not speed up the time to isolation and hence it is meaningful to assume that the attacks would be
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spaced approximately at MRAI time intervals. We assume that a router’s control plane may be compromised

with probability p and an associated BGP peering session may be then attacked with probability q. Thus the

probability of a successful BGP peering session attack is Q = pq. The model we describe below derives the

probability that update rejection and hence withdrawal happen due to RFD at BGP router n+1 for peer n

and destination 1. The model also predicts the probability that the attackers can sustain the RFD in update

rejection state and thus cause prolonged isolation between router n+1 and destination 1.

Figure 6: Time-space model for relating RFD penalty accumulation to attacks and derivation of probability of

successful AS-prefix isolation.

The basic principle of the time-space model of the attacks and RFD penalty accumulation can be explained

with the help of Fig. 6. In the time-space matrix illustrated in Fig. 6, the cells represent a hop (or BGP peering

session) location and the time in multiples of MRAI. Although the MRAI is a variable in the range 22.5 s to

30 s, here we assume it be a constant with a fixed value of 26 s. The X’s in the figure represent peering session

attacks. Just to get a conservative estimate of how soon the RFD penalty could accumulate, we make two

reasonable assumptions: (1) attacks occur at intervals of MRAI (speedier attacks do not benefit the attackers

from an RFD cutoff point of view because MRAI flow controls the updates), and (2) When an attack happens,

no other updates have recently happened within approximately an MRAI time so that the updates resulting

from the attack in consideration propagate quickly across from left to right in Fig. 6 well within an MRAI time

interval. The second assumption is aided in its accuracy partially due to the first assumption. The goal of the

modeling is to probabilistically predict the time (in multiples of MRAI intervals) in which the RFD penalty of

interest exceeds the cutoff threshold at node n+1.

To describe the stochastic model, let us define the following parameters:
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C = cutoff threshold,

R = reuse threshold,

H = halftime (decay parameter),

T = MRAI time,

P = incremental RFD penalty incurred per successful attack event,

n = number of BGP nodes in the AS path subject to attacks (see Fig. 6),

Q = Prob.{a BGP peering session attack is successful},

θ = Prob.{AS path of n ASes is successfully attacked at one or more BGP peering sessions},

E = Elapsed time from the time of beginning of BGP session attacks (in multiples of MRAI),

RP (n + 1;n, 1; iT ) = RFD penalty at router n+1 for peer n and destination 1 at time iT ,

α(n, k) = Prob.{RP (n + 1;n, 1; iT ) > C for some i ∈ (0, k) | E = kT}.

In the above definitions, the incremental RFD penalty, P , incurred per successful attack is assumed to be

one number even though Table 1 shows different penalty values for different types of updates. This is because

in the system we are modeling, each BGP session attack eventually produces a pair of attribute-change updates

between nodes C and D (see Fig. 3) or between nodes n and n+1 in our analytical model in Fig. 6. These

attribute-change updates are still decipherable by the receiving peer as corresponding to withdrawal (implicit)

and re-advertisement. In effect, corresponding to each successful attack, the net incremental penalty, P , will be

1000 (=1000 + 0) for the case of Vendor A and 2000 (=2*1000) for the case of Vendor B. The key performance

metric of interest in this analysis is α(n, k), the probability that the attackers can cause RFD triggered AS-prefix

isolations in kT time interval or less.

From Fig. 6, given that there are n BGP peering sessions in the AS-path of interest, it can be deduced that

the probability, θ, of a successful BGP attack on the (n-1)-hop AS path in an MRAI interval is given by

θ = 1− (1−Q)n−1. (1)

The probability, βi(n, k), that there are i successful attacks on the (n-1)-hop AS path in time kT (equivalently,

k successive MRAI intervals), is given by

βi(n, k) =
k!

i!(k − i)!
θi(1− θ)k−i, i ≤ k. (2)

Let us define km as the absolute least number of successful BGP attacks needed on the AS-path in consideration

to cause the RFD penalty to exceed the cutoff threshold, C. Then, we have

km = dC

P
e. (3)

Clearly, if km consecutive MRAI intervals have successful peering session attacks, and if there were no

exponential decay, then the cumulative penalty would meet or exceed the cutoff threshold, C. However, in

reality, the exponential decay of RFD penalty must be taken into account (see Fig. 7). If the attacks are
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Figure 7: Model for estimation of attacks needed to push penalty above cutoff.

bunched together (closely spaced), and located towards the beginning or the end of the k-MRAI interval, then

the decay would be too much or too little, respectively, and would not lead to a realistic estimate of minimum

number of attacks needed to exceed the cutoff. Thus, while taking the exponential decay into consideration,

it is reasonable to assert that the attacks in the k-MRAI time period can be spread nearly evenly to derive a

realistic estimate of the minimum number of attacks, jmin(k), needed to meet or exceed the cutoff threshold,

C (see Fig. 7). Thus, for a given k, the jmin(k) can be estimated by finding the smallest integer j for which the

following inequality is satisfied:

P

j−1∑
i=0

2{−
ikT

(j−1)H
} > C, k ≥ km. (4)

Once jmin(k) is known, then the key performance of metric interest, α(n, k), is derived as follows:

α(n, k) =
k∑

jmin(k)

βi(n, k), k ≥ km. (5)

Based on available BGP protocol descriptions in the literature[32][33], it appears that the RFD specifications

require the penalty be incremented even when the RFD is in a cutoff (suppression) state, provided that the

received update is a flap. As a result, it is possible that, if another attack is launched along the AS path

before the decaying RFD penalty reaches below the reuse threshold, then the RFD penalty may be incremented

further until the maximum penalty value (12000) is reached (see Table 1). Thus, route suppression and AS-

prefix isolation continue even longer (as previously noted in Fig. 4). We define the probability of sustenance,

Psus, as the probability that the AS-prefix isolation, once reached, is sustained further by launching at least

one additional successful peering session attack on the AS-path in consideration before the RFD penalty goes

below the reuse threshold. This probability of sustenance, Psus, is given by

Psus = 1− (1− θ)d
H(log2

C
R

)
T e. (6)
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This equation essentially estimates the probability that at least one successful attack can be launched on the

AS-path in consideration during the decay time from the cutoff threshold, C, to the reuse threshold, R.

4 Numerical Results from Analytical Model

In this section, we present some numerical results based on the analytical model of the preceding section. The

probability that AS-prefix isolation happens in time t s or less is shown for the case of n = 5 hops in Fig. 8. In

this plot, we also show the sensitivities to the vendor parameters as well as to the probability of success of a

peering attack, Q. The performance (or vulnerability) is worse for Vendor B because the incremental penalty per

successful attack (withdrawal plus re-advertisement) is much higher for Vendor B (2000) vs. Vendor A (1000).

This effect is dominating even though Vendor B has a higher cutoff threshold than Vendor A (see Table 1). As

would be expected, Fig. 8 also shows that higher probability of AS-prefix isolation occurs for higher values of

Q.

Figure 8: Probability of AS-prefix isolation: Sensitivity to vendor parameters and probability of successful

session attack (n = 4).

With longer duration of attacks or larger area of vulnerability in the network, the attackers have a greater

chance to be successful. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the probability of AS-prefix isolation goes higher

as the number of hops, n, in the AS-path increases. It is generally known that the typical AS-path length in

the Internet is about 4. The 3-D plot of Fig. 10 further illustrates how the probability of AS-prefix isolation

increases with the number of hops as well as the time duration of attacks.

In Section 3, we also derived the probability of sustenance of AS-prefix isolation after such isolation has been

achieved once by the attacker. Fig. 11 shows a plot of Psus (derived in Eq. 6) as a function of Q. It can be
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Figure 9: Probability of AS-prefix isolation: Sensitivity to vendor parameters and number of hops in AS path

(Q = 0.25).

Figure 10: Probability of AS-prefix isolation as a 3D-function of time and AS-path length (Q = 0.25).

observed from Fig. 11 that it is much easier to sustain the AS-prefix isolation as compared to achieving the

isolation initially. This is because the exponential decay time is very long as compared to BGP session recovery

time. Any update that can be classified as a flap would increase the RFD penalty even though the RFD penalty

in question is in a state of recovery (exponential decay). Thus, the malicious attacker has the luxury of time to

slow down (or use fewer resources for the attacks) in order to sustain the isolation.

The analytical results presented here highlight the ease with which BGP peering session attacks can exploit
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Figure 11: Probability of sustenance of AS-prefix isolation as a function of success of peering session attack (n

= 4).

RFD and cause AS-prefix isolations, and sustain the same for prolonged periods. In Section 7, numerous

complementary results based on simulations will be presented.

5 Benefit of BGP Graceful Restart

The BGP graceful restart (BGP-GR) mechanism [34] gives the downed router (downed only in the control

plane) time to restart without peers withdrawing its routes. This option is negotiated between peers at the

time of BGP peering session establishment. Two flags bits used in capability advertisement during BGP-GR

negotiations are: 1) Restart bit - used to indicate that router has restarted; 2) Forwarding bit - used to tell

a peer router that the capability exists to preserve forwarding state through a restart period. Once a router

has announced its BGP-GR capability, during its restart (of BGP or BGP peering session) its neighbors do not

immediately delete routes via that peer so that undue route flapping is prevented. A restart timer is used at

each peer to determine how long it would wait before deleting stale neighbor routes. If the BGP open message

is not received from the restarting router before the expiry of the restart timer, then the restart is presumed

failed, routes previously announced by that peer are deleted, and withdrawals are sent.

Without BGP-GR, it is expected that the peering session attacks exploiting RFD behavior would be much

more feasible. BGP-GR helps mitigate the effects of this type of attack. We have extended the analysis of

Section 3 to model the impact of peering session attacks when BGP-GR is used. The analysis of Section 3 has

been slightly modified to start a with a Poisson attack arrival model for the BGP peering session attacks. As

previously stated, each attack would have a given probability of success. From these assumptions the probability

of a successful session attack, Q, on a BGP peering session in an MRAI interval can be determined. Thus, Q

would now be a function of the attack arrival rate. Now the equations of Section 3 can be readily used to derive

performance metrics of interest as a function of the attack arrival rate.
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Figure 12: Probability of adverse impact on routing as a function of peering session attack rate for BGP

with/without GR (Q = 0.25, n = 4).

To model the effect of BGP-GR, it is to be noted that BGP-GR allows a router’s control plane (or BGP peering

sessions) to be attacked many times over the duration of the restart timer without causing any disruptions in

the forwarding plane. The attackers have to persistently attack within each BGP session recovery time over the

duration of the restart timer in order to cause the peers to send withdrawals. We capture this in our analytical

model of the attack effects with BGP-GR. The plots shown in Fig. 12 comparing the performance with and

without BGP graceful restart (GR) are very instructive. We assume here that the BGP-GR restart timer is

120 s and the BGP session recovery time is about 4 s (much smaller in reality when TCP reset attack causes

BGP session closure). The three plots to the left in Fig. 12 show the probability that AS-prefix isolation can

be achieved in 5 min, 7.5 min, and 10 min, respectively, at comparatively low rates of peering session attacks

when BGP-GR is not used. But at least two orders of magnitude higher rates of attacks are required in order

to even cause forced withdrawals by peers when BGP-GR is used.

There seem to be some serious practical concerns about use of BGP-GR. Most newer BGP routers in the

service provider networks have BGP-GR capability but it is very rarely (if at all) turned on. A BGP best

practices document from the National Infrastructure Security Co-ordination Centre (NISCC, UK Govt.) notes

that “Several providers (US) suggest that the cost of implementing this feature [BGP-GR] outweighs the ben-

efits” (see note 5 on pg. 8 of [15]). In an informal survey of several commercial ISPs, we found that carriers’

customers seem to prefer, in the case of multi-homing, that routing be done via a completely healthy BGP

router (including control plane) rather than use BGP-GR over a route where the control plane is compromised.

Their preference seems to be in that they wish to avoid a BGP router that is in recovery because it could have
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stale routing information in its Forwarding Information Base (FIB).

6 Description of the Simulation Model

Our simulation environment is based on the Scalable Simulation Framework Network (SSFNet) [29], a discrete

event simulator widely used for modeling of Internet protocols and networks. SSFNet provides a set of modules

to simulate traffic at the IP layer and above. To support our work, we made several extensions and modifications

to the TCP/IP and BGP modules. The default version of SSFNet does not come with a complete TCP state

machine. Here code was added to produce proper failure messages and warnings as well as the detection of half

open TCP connections. This extension allowed the simulation of spoofed TCP session resets, which in turn

simulates BGP session attacks.

The existing implementation of the BGP protocol in SSFNet also had to be extended. The set of BGP modules

that come with the SSFNet distribution did not include the “uncontrolled shutdown” of a BGP sessions. This

scenario occurs if a successful hostile attack on the underlying TCP session results in a breakdown of the

transport connection. Here the interaction between BGP and TCP as well as the proper shutdown and restart

mechanism within BGP had to be implemented.

In addition to the extension of existing modules, we designed a BGP attack modeling framework. This

framework allows the installation and configuration of individual “attacker” modules into each BGP router. All

modules have some basic attributes in common, such as attack execution probability, module activation start

time, and duration of attack activity. These parameters can be scripted for each AS or AS-group separately

and/or for all ASes globally. For this study, we use a single type of attack module, namely, a TCP-Session

Attacker. We are currently in the process of designing and running experiments with other types of attack

modules, such as BGP message spoofing/tampering attacks and other protocol aware attacks (besides the one

presented here). These are being documented elsewhere[31].

We considered both regular and realistic topologies for our study. Here the results are presented for the

regular topologies, generally using nxn grids which offers many alternate paths between any two ASes. An 8x8

grid topology is shown in Fig. 13 which consists of 64 BGP nodes each representing an AS. In our experiments,

the nodes represent ASes as well as destinations (i.e., prefixes). In our grid topologies, each AS contains one

destination or prefix. We also consider a 16x16 grid topology that offers even more alternate AS-paths as

compared to the 8x8 grid topology.

In the first of two simulation experiments performed in this study, we used the following network and attack

parameters: (1) 8x8 grid topology (64 BGP nodes or routers); (2) Attacks can occur on any of the 112 BGP

peering sessions in the entire network; (3) Attack duration of 240 s; (4) Attack duration is divided into 24

intervals of 10 s each, and there is the potential for one BGP session attack per peering session in each interval;

(5) The probability of success of each session attack is assumed to be 100 %; (6) The timing of an attack is
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Figure 13: Grid topology of size 8x8.

uniformly random within each segment.

In the second simulation experiment performed in this study, we used the following network and attack

parameters: (1) 16x16 grid topology (256 BGP nodes or routers); (2) Attacks can occur only on any of the 40

BGP peering sessions associated with the 4x4 central sub-grid portion of the network; (3) Attack duration of

10 s; (4) Attack duration is divided into 16 segments of 10/16 s each, and there is the potential for one BGP

session attack per peering session in each such segment; (5) The probability of success of each session attack

is assumed to be 25 %; (6) The timing of the attack is uniformly random within each segment. The second

experiment contrasts from the first in that it has a much smaller success rate of attacks, and the attacks are

topologically limited to the center 1/16th of the network.

The following choices of parameters and protocol features are common to both simulation experiments: (1)

Vendor B’s RFD parameters are used; (2) MRAI is randomly chosen each time at each BGP router from a

uniform distribution over the range 22.5 s to 30 s; (3) MRAI applies to both advertisements and withdrawals;

(4) Random tie breaking is used in BGP route computation when two AS-paths are of equal cost.

7 Simulation Results and Discussion

We will now present and discuss simulation results for the two topologies previously described. We first present

results for the 8x8 grid and later present results for the 16x16 grid topology. In both sets of results, we provide
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Figure 14: Measured number of BGP session attacks vs. the node ID in the 8x8 grid network.

insights into the impacts due to the attacks in terms of several performance metrics related to route stability

and degradation of route quality. In the results that follow, the metrics will be compared for the cases of (a)

without RFD and (b) with RFD. The purpose of this comparison is to show how the attacks, when tuned to

protocol specifics (RFD, MRAI), can cause much more amplified damage to the routing infrastructure than

otherwise.

We allow the network a start-up and initial stabilization time of 500 s, by which time all route have converged

to their respective stable routes. The attacks are launched starting at 500 s, and go on for 240 s for the first

experiment and for 10 s for the second experiment. It may be noted that our observation interval is on the

order of 1000’s of seconds while the attack duration is only on the order of 10’s of seconds. This is done so

that the ripple effects of the attacks are captured well, especially in the case of BGP with use of RFD. When

RFD penalty is triggered, the many route restorations to respective stable paths happen after 1000’s of seconds

following the attacks. Note that the halftime of the exponential decay of RFD penalty is 900 s. Hence the

observation time must be at least a few 1000’s of seconds.

In Fig. 14, the number of session resets are shown for the first experiment as a function of the node ID. The

node ID’s are as shown in Fig. 13. The BGP sessions at all nodes are attacked with the same probability (100 %

success in this experiment) but the corner and edge nodes show fewer attacks because they do not have as many

peers as the interior nodes. The purpose in this experiment is to simulate repeated session attacks throughout

the network, and possibly trigger RFD cutoffs and isolations in a predominant manner.

For the purpose of this study, the unreachability time between a node and a prefix is defined as the total time

(summed over possibly multiple occurrences) that the prefix is unreachable from the node during an experiment’s
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observation interval. In Fig. 15, the unreachability times are plotted in 3D as a function of the node and prefix

ID’s, and a comparison is shown between two cases: (a) without use of RFD and (b) with use of RFD. Because

of the intense nature of the attacks (spaced at 10 s time intervals and throughout the network), almost any

prefix is rendered unreachable from almost any node for some duration of time during the observation period.

What is most striking in Fig. 15 is the fact that the node-prefix unreachability time in the case with RFD is

about 10 times larger than that in the case without RFD (approximately 3000 s and 300 s for the cases with

RFD and without RFD, respectively). While RFD serves its purpose in terms of damping undesirable route

flaps during normal operation of the Internet, it could however, aid the malicious attackers in terms amplifying

the impact of focused attacks.

This observation is further reinforced when we look at another important metric in Fig. 16. The count of

(i,j)-pairs unreachable is a very useful routing performance metric since it tells us the total number of all such

pairs where prefix j is unreachable from node i at a given time. The span of the x-axis (the time span) before

the count of (i,j)-pairs unreachable goes down to zero is important to note in interpreting Fig. 16. This time

span is about 820 s in the case without RFD while the same is about 3300 s in the case with use of RFD. The

attacks last for 240 s. Without RFD it takes 80 s (820 s - 500 s - 240 s) after that for all the routes to converge

back to reachable routes (mostly stable routes) while it takes 2560 s (3300 s - 500 s - 240 s) for the same to

happen when RFD is in use. There are a total of 64x64 - 64 = 4032 (i,j)-pairs in the network in consideration.

In the case of without RFD, a little over 3000 (i,j)-pairs are rendered unreachable by the attacks, whereas in

the case of RFD, all 4032 (i,j)-pairs are rendered unreachable lasting in that state for about 1800 s.

The reason for the three plateaus in recovery of routes in Fig. 16 can be explained as follows. Each plateau of

Figure 15: Unreachability time from BGP node i to prefix j: Comparison of (a) Without RFD versus (b) With

RFD highlights amplification attributable to RFD.
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Figure 16: Count of node-prefix pairs unreachable as a function of time: (a) vs. (b) comparison shows that

widespread unreachability lasts about 4 times longer in (b) that is attributable to RFD.

Figure 17: BGP update count as a function of time: (a) vs. (b) comparison shows the suppression followed by

flurry of updates after RFD penalty decays.

recoveries corresponds to the level of the accumulated RFD penalty for each route at the onset of RFD cutoff.

Of the three sets, the two dominant batches of recoveries can be explained based on RFD decay arguments.

Some routes exceed the cutoff threshold just barely in which case they take about 1800 s (given a halftime

value of 900 s) to decay from RFD cutoff threshold of 3000 to RFD reuse threshold of 750. Another set of

routes exceed the cutoff threshold by almost the amount of one withdrawal/re-advertisement penalty of 1000

in which case they take about 2170 s to decay from an accumulated RFD penalty of about 4000 to RFD reuse
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Figure 18: Cumulative route deviation time (away from stable path) and count of route returns to stable path:

(a) vs. (b) comparison shows significantly larger time away from stable path although significantly smaller

number of deviations (damping effect) when RFD is used.

Figure 19: Measured number of BGP session attacks plotted over the topology of the 16x16 grid network;

attacks focused over 4x4 sub-grid.

threshold of 750. These estimates closely agree with the timings of the first two (dominant) batches, which

are approximately at 1800 s and 2200 s after the onset of attacks at 500 s. The third set seems to be due to

additional flapping caused for some routes when the first set is recovering and thus sending updates around the

network.

Fig. 17 shows the BGP update count vs. time for cases (a) without RFD and (b) with RFD. The update
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count is the number of updates seen network-wide collected in ten-second intervals. The update counts are

classified as the number of advertisements Una and withdrawals Unw, respectively. It can be observed that

the update activity in Fig. 17 temporally correlates with the rise and fall of number of (i,j)-pairs unreachable

in Fig. 16. When session attacks are launched throughout the network over an initial 10 s interval (500-510 s),

a sharp spike follows in the number of updates and also in the number of (i,j)-pairs unreachable. The three

flurries of updates after the initial big flurry in Fig. 17b can be again explained with the RFD exponential decay

arguments (as was done explaining Fig. 16). The updates subside in about 350 s from the onset of attacks in the

case of without RFD versus about 3000 s in the case with RFD. It may also be noted in Fig. 17 that during the

first 350 s (500s to 850 s), there are many more updates in the case without RFD as compared to the same with

RFD. This is understandable because RFD in meant to suppress updates in the event of route flapping. Looking

at the details in the first 350 s in the left-hand part (i.e., (a) without RFD), it can be noted that the periodic

mini-spikes in the update count happens at intervals of about 20 s to 30 s. This corresponds to the MRAI,

which randomly varies from 22.5 s to 30 s. MRAI does cause bunching to occur in the propagation of updates

in the network. These MRAI influenced mini-spikes are seen for both advertisements as well as withdrawals.

Two other routing performance metrics of interest are related to route deviations from the stable routes

and can be regarded as route quality metrics. These are (1) the cumulative time away from the stable paths

over all routes network-wide, and (2) the cumulative number of routes that have returned to their respective

stable paths network-wide. In Fig. 18, these metrics are plotted versus time, and compared for the cases of

(a) without RFD and (b) with RFD. At the end of the observation interval, the cumulative time away from

the stable paths is amplified by a factor of almost 10 for the case with RFD as compared to that for the case

without RFD. Looking at the two lower plots in Fig. 18, a little over 30000 deviations from stable paths are

observed cumulatively in the case of without RFD while the same is only about 7500 in the case with RFD. In

the case with RFD, route deviations are not observed as much because most or all of the routes have already

been suppressed early during the attacks and hence are not subject to deviations. However, the suppressed

routes have to wait through the exponential RFD decay period before they are restored to their stable paths.

This is evident if attention is paid to the time axis in the plots in Fig. 18.

Now we will discuss simulation results based on the second experiment. In the first experiment, the distinction

between the case with RFD and the case without RFD was very significant in terms of the unreachability time

metric. As we will soon see, the second experiment shows that under some scenarios of session attacks, the

cases with RFD and without RFD may not differ much in terms of the unreachability time, but can still have

a very huge performance difference in terms of other important metrics.

Fig. 19 shows the total number of session resets per node during the experiment plotted over the topology.

The attacks are focused only over a 1/16th of the network topology and contained in the center 4x4 sub-grid.

The 16x16 grid has many alternative paths between a node and a prefix. In this experiment, there are no

policy restrictions on usable paths. Hence, reachability between a node and a prefix is almost assured even
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Figure 20: Unreachability time from BGP node i to prefix j: (a) vs. (b) comparison highlights amplification

attributable to RFD; Topology of 16x16 grid with 4x4 sub-grid attacks.

Figure 21: Case of 16x16 grid with center 4x4 sub-grid attacks: BGP update count as a function of time: (a)

vs. (b) comparison shows RFD suppression and flurry of updates after RFD penalty decays.

if several of the BGP sessions in the central 4x4 sub-grid are reset at a given time. Because of this, the

unreachability time is similar between the cases of without RFD and with RFD as shown in Fig. 20. A few

RFD route suppressions occur, but otherwise the unreachability times for the majority of node and prefix pairs

are comparable. However, the use of RFD in BGP still shows its adverse effects (or beneficial effects from the

malicious attackers’ perspective) in terms of other metrics such as the cumulative time away from stable paths

and the cumulative count of route returns to stable path.

Fig. 21 shows the number of updates over time in 10 s time granularity. These plots comparing with and
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Figure 22: Cumulative route deviation time (away from stable path) and count of route returns to stable path:

(a) vs. (b) comparison shows significantly larger time away from stable path although significantly smaller

number of deviations (damping effect) when RFD is used; Topology of 16x16 grid with 4x4 sub-grid attacks.

without RFD are very similar to the corresponding plots from the first experiment (see Fig. 17). The second

experiment has many more updates at the onset as compared to the first experiment (about 110K vs. 25K)

because of the much larger network size in the second experiment. Fig. 22 highlights the difference between the

cases without RFD and with RFD by focusing attention on route quality metrics, namely, the cumulative time

away from stable paths and the cumulative count of route returns to stable paths. The cumulative time away

from stable paths is about 30 times larger for the case with RFD (4.2 × 107) as compared to the case without

RFD (1.3 × 106). The lower plots in Fig. 22 further illustrate that all routes converge back to their respective

stable paths in about 250 s after the onset of attacks for the case without RFD, but requires about 3200 s in

case with RFD.

Thus, the second experiment illustrates that the impact of RFD may not be too evident in the route un-

reachability metric (under somewhat low profile attack scenarios) but may still be overwhelming in terms of its

adverse effects evidenced by prolonged compromise of route quality for a majority of routes in the network.

8 Conclusions

We have shown that routing attacks can be tuned to take advantage of the BGP protocol behavior, and thus

significantly amplify the adverse impact of those attacks on the routing infrastructure. RFD was designed to

alleviate BGP processing overload and route flapping under non-malicious scenarios. However, under certain
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BGP peering session attack scenarios, the RFD facilitates further vulnerability in BGP by allowing severe

amplification of unreachability as well as degradation of route quality. We have presented a detailed analytical

study of the impact of BGP peering session attacks that exploit the RFD. Our results have revealed that it is

possible for the attackers to achieve a high probability of AS-AS and AS-prefix isolation by attacks conducted at

a rate roughly equal to once per Minimum Route Advertisement Interval (MRAI), even with a low success rate

per BGP session attack. We have also shown that the RFD-based BGP vulnerability can be partially mitigated

by using the BGP Graceful Restart (BGP-GR) mechanism.

We have further studied the impact of BGP peering session attacks with RFD exploitation through detailed

network simulations. The simulation results confirm that much prolonged isolations between ASes and prefixes

are the result of these protocol aware attacks. As part of further research in this area, it would be useful

to study whether tuning the RFD parameters can constitute a countermeasure to the potential vulnerability

studied here.

The study reported here is a part of a larger effort at NIST to identify and characterize the risks associated

with focused attacks of different types on the BGP infrastructure, and to evaluate the effectiveness and impact

of various proposed mitigation techniques [16][31]. We expect to be in a position soon to share many detailed

simulation results and data for various BGP vulnerability experiments with the R&D community, and are in

the process of setting up external web pages to facilitate the same.
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